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About This Game

Lost in an intimate snowy town, a palette of individuals are in search of a mysterious artifact said to bring great knowledge and
understanding. Lead each character through their quest in this collection of minigames, each with unique personalities and

challenges... maybe their paths aren't so different after all.

A Little Bit More About Pillar:

A collection of minigames, each representing different personality traits (introversion, extroversion etc.) through
gameplay mechanics.

Different people, different gameplay; each part of the game will challenge you in a unique way.

Explore an intimate snowy town, beautifully hand-painted with attention to every detail.

A distinct soundtrack, composed hand in hand with the game's design, by the game's designer, to ensure a cohesive
experience.
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Microsoft has pulled many a dirty trick attempting to disable it's competitors compatibility with IBM machines

Most noteable was the version of Shadowrun meant to only be operable on Vista systems, when Vista a new 'thing' yet only a
week later coders cracked the game proving it ran even smoother under XP

Recent pranks entail MS offering massive discounts on AAA games from their digital site if you've upgraded to Windows 10

Vostok, like a few other titles, is desperately attempting to sell MS specific branded game pads

$15 can buy a lot of games right now, which accomodate more input periphals without grieving the buyer for not being a
Microsoft Player.

Phail/10 for the false advertising on store page that Vostok offers full gamepad support. Great little game for the price. Very
nice and refreshing setting (no zombies!). I hope the devs are successful and we get to see more games in the biblical setting,
because the possibilities for games there are endless.
Gameplay- well, the game certainly does not re-invent the wheel. Very straight forward gladiatorial arena combat. I feel the
combat is satisfying and the sound effects are good, although the smacking and bone crushing sounds of the mace take the cake
in realism. I have not really figured out the different class system yet. As far as I understand, the beginning classes seem to be
purely cosmetic (different colours) and you can train up your hero to fight with any weapon later on. Using different weapons
gives you different special abilities.
The game even encourages you to try out different weapons and styles which I think is needed to keep the gamplay fresh and
interesting (because you will be fighting in the same arenas again and again).
Loot is collected at the end of each arena round and has so far been interesting.
So far, in general, I found the game entertaining and addictive enough that I did not feel bored.

At the time of writing this, some minor bugs still exist with achievements and screen resolutions, but the devs are onto it and are
putting out patches.

If there is one big downside, it is the enemy variety. Yes, they repeat. A lot. Not as bad as I thought it would be, but still.

So these are my thoughts.
In general, a very entertaining little game for short gameplay sessions.
Great to see some singleplayer gladiator combat, that is not very common at all. And it has no zombies. Always a bonus. I
assume zombies are not really biblical, except.... can you call Lazarus a zombie? Maybe not.
. You can travel to other cities, purchase and gamble properties, acquire modes of transportation, buy and wear hats, organize
and play in tournaments, do chip tricks. Best poker game I've played in a long time.. If you want to buy Cossacks II only buy this
one. Though I don't know why you would. This game takes a huge departer from the orginal and American Conquest. Its more
of a defend and couquer game then a RTS. Since your troops must stick to roads and there is NO navy a lot of the stradegy the
original had is lost. Its a difficult game and not very clear, but the only good this is the graphics are very nice. Really though I
would just get the original.. Overpowered. Fun adventure game, with new puzzles and 21 hidden skulls to find during your
adventure. Three modes of adventure.
Good story line, a couple of achievements to get, but not overwhelming.
I recommend this game.
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Doesn't't make the game any better. Save your money.... This is a very fun roguelite/like/whatever. Your basic loop is to visit the
planet, pick up the fuel and get out. It has a Defender vibe since you're going horizontally. Each level is randomly generated
with plenty of challenge that ratchets up the longer you're flying around. In the Rougue-ish tradition, there are mysterious
pickups that can be good or bad with buffs, debuffs and upgrades following their identification. This isn't a flashy looking thing
but I just imagined the geometric shapes were Bill Cipher and it made it even more fun. Swell soundtrack too.. The game was
great on my mini notebook and very old PC. It will not play on my current PC . This is a 2010 custom built gaming machine. It
was not built of fastest components even for that year.. Some may like some may not, for me its a no. The game itself feels like
an Ark expansion with the addition of vitamin micro management and slight tweaks to taming mechanics, UI and visuals. that
said i did have a few enjoyable moments playing Atlas and will follow its development to see if it remains Arks unwanted
stepchild or sets a new course becoming something truly unique.. For a low budget "artsy" Indie game, this one appealed to me,
possibly because it has some elements of Spore in it, but seems to be a different approach to organism simulation. It's more
interesting than a typical shoot'em up or retro platformer that you get from most indie studios.

Well put together, although light on options, runs fine, and has, at least from cursory examination, a workable plot. You could
do worse, although this is probably just another game best picked out as part of a bundle. At least I didn't want to stab my eyes
out, like 99% of the competing indie dross makes me want to do.. So this is just... wow... just... you know, it's cancer.. Finally i
can have this crispy soundtrack album!

Really recommended to have this one, it comes with 3 format (MP3, AAC, and FLAC. However AAC and FLAC version are
zipped, only MP3 version are unzipped by default)

It's an instant classic for sure!. This Loco is very underpowered it can hardly pull 4 Cars. The whistle is horrible and the bell is
just disgusting. The engine overall is a waste of $9,. the controls are easy, then hard, then easy again. there are some very good
snakes involved. very empowering to play, it gives you a lot of control over the various actors involved. except the snakes.
13\/10. A wonderful lane based brawler (its real time combat, you can move around and jump from lane to lane freely) full of
loot to be pillaged, gear to be collected, beautiful art and wonderful music. Also features 4K and 144HZ support, and runs great
which is always great to see. The combat is tight and very satisfying, though I would very much recommend using a controller
(they have options to switch prompts between XBOX and Playstation).

There is the option to rebind keyboard keys if you want to play that way, however there is currently no mouse support for menus
and whatnot.
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